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COVID-19 Pandemic

After an unprecedented year in global markets dominated by the COVID-19 pandemic, markets have continued to 
rebound strongly on the back of massive stimulus measures and ongoing vaccine rollout hopes. The Australian share 
market has recovered from a low of 4,402 on March 23 2020 to be 6,587 as at the close of trade on December 31 2020. 
The combination of these massive stimulus measures and ongoing low interest rate environment has seen investor 
money flow into global equities markets in order to find an acceptable rate of return. One of the standout points of the 
last 12 months has been the narrow band of winners in the market, whereby stocks focused on pandemic-proof 
industries such as healthcare, tech & e-commerce have been rewarded greatly whilst other industrial & “old-world” 
businesses have not had much investor interest. Current high valuations and recent movement in bond yields should 
see a rotation out of the high P/E names into these value “old-world” businesses, many of which continue to have solid 
earnings and will only benefit from the gradual reopening of economies. 

Given this rotation out of high value US tech into more value cyclical sectors such as Banks, Energy & Real Estate, where 
we believe there is still good upside, the Burrell Australian Equities Trust has seen a strong uplift in performance FYTD. 
The Burrell World Equities Trust has maintained its value well as its holdings largely avoided the high P/E names whilst 
the Burrell Small-cap Mid-cap & Resources Trust has recovered immensely in value as investors look towards the 
smaller, less researched end of the markets for outsized returns. As confidence grows around the globe on vaccine 
distributions and economies reopen, markets should see a broader and more inclusive increase as opposed to the 
narrow band of winners during the pandemic.

Structure

The Company is structured in order to provide investors with the opportunity to invest in a vehicle that holds positions 
in a strategically balanced and well-diversified set of investment portfolios. The majority of shareholder funds are 
invested over a medium to long term period in both Australian and international companies and managed funds. This is 
facilitated through the Company’s investments in the Burrell Australian Equities Trust (“BAET”), the Burrell World 
Equities Trust (“BWET”), and the Burrell Small-caps, Mid-caps and Resources Trust (“BSMaRT”).

BAET, BSMaRT and BWET are all registered managed investment schemes, which are open to both wholesale and 
retail investors. BAET invests in listed Australian equities, managed funds, and holds 100% of the equity in 
Australian Index Fund Pty Ltd, whose portfolio is made up of predominantly ASX Exchange Traded Options. BWET 
invests in listed international equities and managed funds, and may use foreign exchange hedging instruments to 
hedge its exposure to fluctuations in foreign currencies. BSMaRT holds short term trading and sector overweight 
positions in the Australian equities market.
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